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 The recent advancement in digital world creates very large data to do their relevant 

process in various domains. Due to this uncontrollable growth of data, clustering played 
major role to partition into a small sets to do relevant processes within the small sets. 

But, again, the additional challenge of cluster identification problem is how to deal with 

large data since most of algorithms are suitable only for small data. The usual way of 
handling large data in clustering is to solve clustering problem with parallel algorithm. 

The important assumption here is that the parallel algorithm can do better in terms of 

time consumption but the effectiveness should be also satisfactory. In addition with 
these challenges, recently, the privacy and security are extra vital essentials when data 

is large and also, the data is distributed to other sources for various purposes. According 

to that, the privacy preservation should be done before distributing the data. In order to 
accomplish this, the parallel clustering algorithm will be developed by unifying the 

clustering algorithms along with the hybrid algorithm to privacy preservation. Here, a 

data dividing and integration approach for parallel privacy preserving clustering process 
will be developed. Initially, the input data are divided into subsets and then, subsets of 

data is given to parallel process to do the clustering process individually through 

probabilistic clustering process. This process does the horizontal so that time 
complexity can be reduced with this reduced dataset and privacy preservation can be 

done through vertical grouping of attributes. Finally, the group heads are combined as 

representative dataset to do the final clustering which will be the developed clustering 
algorithm through density and mean square distance function. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Clustering has been considered widely for more than forty years in data mining arena and over several 

application in many fields because of its wide applications. Clustering (Andrew Kusiak, 2007) is the strategy of 

engaging data entities into a set of separate groups called clusters so that protests in each one group are more 

identical to one another than objects from various clusters. The literary works represents with a huge number of 

strategies for effective grouping of information. These strategies could be classified into nearest neighbour 

clustering, fuzzy clustering (Jinchao, 2012; Josenildo Costa da Silva, 2005; Ron Wehrens, 2004), partition 

clustering, hierarchical clustering, artificial neural networks for clustering, statistical clustering algorithms, 

density-based clustering algorithm etc. In these techniques, hierarchical and partition clustering algorithms are 

two essential methodologies of expanding favour towards exploration groups. Various hierarchical clustering 

strategies can normally realize reasonable clustering outcomes. In spite of the fact that the hierarchical 

clustering procedure is regularly depicted as a superior quality clustering approach, this method does not contain 

any procurement for the rearrangement of data, which may have been crudely grouped at the initial stage. 

Moreover, the majority of the hierarchical clustering strategies is computationally accelerated and entails high 

memory storage.  

 Currently, huge data clustering has been broadly analyzed over in several fields, including statistics, 

machine learning, pattern recognition, and image processing. In these applications, the versatility of clustering 

routines and the strategies for huge data clustering much dynamic exploration has been committed. To conquer 

the issues happened in vast database grouping distinctive routines has been presented, including instatement by 

clustering a model of the information and employing a primary coarse partitioning of the whole data set. On the 
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other hand, the most conspicuous delegates are partitioning clustering systems, for example, CLARANS; 

hierarchical clustering strategies, for example, BIRCH (Zhang, 1996; Ng, 1994; Ester, 1996) grid clustering 

algorithms, for example, STING and WAVECLUSTER. Every technique has its focal points and weaknesses. 

They are not suitable for handling substantial databases. It is hard to secure both high precision and productivity 

in a clustering strategy of expansive data. The two targets dependably clash with one another. To process huge 

information sets, the control of a solitary computer is insufficient. Parallel and distributed clustering (Wen-Yen 

Chen, 2011; Eshref Januzaj, 2004) is the significant scheme. It is very versatile and eases to perform clustering 

in a distributed surroundings. 

 Because of the colossal application of clustering strategy to the substantial data (Jinfei Liu, 2013; Swagatam 

Das, 2008), it has eminent issues about securing data against unapproved access is an imperative objective of 

database security and protection. Privacy (Zahidul Islam, 2004) is a term which is connected with this a mining 

assignment so we can conceal some pivotal data which we would prefer not to expose to general society. 

Organizations and different associations frequently need to distribute micro data, e.g., medical information or 

enumeration information, for analysis and different resolutions (Sheikholeslami, 1998; Yogendra Kumar Jain, 

2011). Commonly, such information is put away in a table, and each one record (row) relates to one specific 

individual. Each one record has various characteristics, which could be partitioned into the accompanying three 

classifications. 

(1) Attributes that unmistakably distinguish individuals.  

(2) Attributes whose qualities might be known from different sources, 

(3) Attributes that are viewed as delicate. However discharging micro data gives valuable data to specialists, it 

displays revelation risk to the people whose information are present in the table. Individual records are 

frequently thought to be private and delicate. Three sorts of data revelation have been recognized in the novel 

works, identity disclosure, attribute disclosure and membership disclosure. 

 An open source product called Java Simplified Encryption (JASYPT) allows you to replace clear text 

passwords in files with encrypted strings that are decrypted at run time. The following shows how this can be 

done. JASYPT can be integrated into the spring configuration framework so that property values are decrypted 

as the configuration file is loaded. Spring uses the Property Placeholder framework to replace tokens with values 

from a properties file, and JASYPT's approach replaces the Property Placeholder Configures class with one that 

recognizes encrypted strings and decrypts them. The approach described here uses password-based encryption, 

which means that the system still needs a secret password in order to decrypt our credentials. We don't want to 

simply move the secret from one file to another, and JASYPT avoids that by passing the key as an environment 

variable or even directly to the application through a web interface each time it is deployed.  

 Advanced Encryption Standard(AES) is a symmetric-key algorithm, meaning the same key is used for both 

encrypting and decrypting the data.AES is based on a design principle known as a substitution-permutation 

network, combination of both substitution and permutation, and is fast in both software and hardware .Unlike its 

predecessor DES, AES does not use a Feistel network. AES is a variant of Rijndael which has a fixed block 

size of 128 bits, and a key size of 128, 192, or 256 bits. By contrast, the Rijndael specification is specified with 

block and key sizes that may be any multiple of 32 bits, both with a minimum of 128 and a maximum of 256 

bits. 

 In this paper, we develop an algorithm for privacy preserving using Simple Encryption Algorithm called 

JASYPT and Attribute clustering algorithm. The main contribution of the work is to attain the privacy 

preserving and better clustering accuracy. Initially, the whole dataset is divided to small segments. The next step 

is to find the best sets of attributes combinations, which are attained through, attribute weighing process, which 

leads to attain the privacy preservation through horizontal grouping of attributes. The next is to apply the 

proposed attribute clustering algorithm for each segment, which produces the number of clusters for each 

segment. The next step is applying the Simple Encryption Algorithm on the clusters to attain the final clustered 

result. 

 

Related works: 

 Literary works offers different strategies for huge data clustering through parallel processing the security 

conservation. Now, we survey a percentage of the works displayed for extensive data clustering furthermore for 

security protected clustering. 

 Wen-Yen Chen (Ruoming Jin, 2006) ,have observed delegate systems for resembling the dense identical 

matrix due to the demerit of spectral clustering in substantial database. The unique strategy was analysed by 

sparsifying the matrix and the other by the Nystrom process. At this time, they composed a parallel usage and its 

versatility was assessed. By holding closest neighbours and exploring its parallelization, they get the 

methodology of sparsifying the matrix. Consequently, both the memory utilized and reckonings on distributed 

computers were parallelized by them. The analytic result of different dataset demonstrated that the outlined 

strategy can viably handle huge concerns. 

http://jasypt.org/index.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Symmetric-key_algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substitution-permutation_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Substitution-permutation_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feistel_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_(cryptography)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_(cryptography)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Block_size_(cryptography)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Key_size
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 Tiancheng Li (Tiancheng, 2012) revealed a unique procedure called slicing, which segments the data both 

on a level plane and vertically. They demonstrated that slicing conserves preferable information utility over 

simplification and might be employed for membership exposure assurance. An alternate vital preference of 

slicing is that it can deal with high-dimensional information. They demonstrated how slicing could be utilized 

for attribute revelation assurance and create an effective strategy for figuring the sliced information that comply 

with the l-diversity necessity. Their analyses affirm that slicing conserves preferred utility over simplification 

and is more powerful than bucketization in task assignments including the delicate quality. Their investigations 

likewise presented that slicing could be employed to avert membership exposure. 

 Bipul Roy (Bipul Roy, 2014), have offered a tree-based perturbation strategy that could be effortlessly 

employed for perturbing information with deliberating the concealed conveyances. Their technique utilized a 

kd-tree strategy to recursively segment a dataset into more diminutive subsets such that information records 

inside every subset were more homogeneous after each one partition. When the partitioning methodology is 

ended, the secret information in every subset was perturbed by employing micro aggregation. An exploratory 

analysis demonstrated that the process outpaced added and multiplicative noise perturbation strategies for 

various clustering applications. 

 Ruoming Jin (Ruoming Jin, 2006), have proposed a strategy called Fast and Exact K-means Clustering 

(FEKM). Individual or a least number of passes on the whole dataset was desired by the composed strategy and 

provably delivered the similar cluster focuses as reported by the first k-means algorithm. Now, the cluster 

focuses were balanced by taking one or more passes the whole datasets formerly, the planned strategy made 

primary cluster focuses by sampling. Likewise, a hypothetical investigation was given by them to demonstrate 

that the cluster focuses were equivalent as the one figured by the first k-means algorithm. The analytic results of 

genuine and manufactured datasets demonstrated that the planned strategy was performed better contrasted with 

K-means. 

 S. Patel (Sankita Patel, 2013), have suggested a secrecy conserving distributed K-Means clustering of 

horizontally partitioned information that aids security in malevolent ill-disposed model. The essential 

development includes consumption of secret transferring system battered to code based zero knowledge 

identification plan. They employed secret sharing for secretly offering the data and code based distinguishing 

proof plan to provide help against malignant rivals. 

 

Methodology: 

 We have implemented a new technique of attribute-based clustering and securely retrieving a patient multi-

level privacy-preserving cooperative authentication scheme realizing three levels of security and privacy 

requirement in distributed m-healthcare system. We are using the hybrid encryption algorithm so the level of 

privacy is more secure compare with existing system. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: System Architecture. 

  

Proposed work: 

 The proposed system is divided into four Modules 1)Admin Data Injection 2)Hybrid Encryption 3)Attribute 

cluster 4)Secure Decryption. 

 

Admin data injection: 

 In this phase we have to implement the data injection by the admin. Each and every data about the test 

result and lab reports are added by the admin, because responsibility of records are very important to ensure that 
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the health data captured by a system or provided to any entity is true representation of the intended information 

and has not been modified in any way with paper-based medical records and prescriptions have also advanced to 

the Personal Health Records and the Electronic Health Records. The PHRs and EHRs, both are the electronic 

versions of patient health information. However, the PHRs are controlled by patients themselves; whereas, The 

EHRs are managed by the healthcare providers. 

 

Hybrid encryption: 

 We are providing a hybrid Encryption to the system is shown in the figure 1. The cryptographic approaches 

commonly used in the e-Health cloud-based systems to protect data use encryption, such as Public Key 

Encryption and Symmetric Key Encryption .However, there are some other key. The PKE technique requires 

two separate keys; one of the keys is private whereas the other is public. Solutions based on the PKE are secure 

but using the PKE alone seems computationally less efficient due to the slower operations and the larger key 

sizes. Therefore, the PKE is used in combination with the SKE where symmetric keys are used to encrypt the 

contents while public/private keys are used to secure the symmetric keys. Consequently, in this section we term 

the approaches that use the PKE in conjunction with symmetric cryptographic technique as hybrid approaches. 

The common public key algorithms use the (JASYPT) techniques for generating public/private parameters used 

for security services. 

 

Attribute cluster: 

 This module presents an attribute clustering method which is able to group attribute based on their 

interdependence so as to mine meaningful patterns from the health data. It can be used for grouping, selection, 

and classification. The partitioning of a relational table into attribute subgroups allows a small number of 

attributes within or across the groups to be selected for analysis. By clustering attributes, the search dimension 

of a data mining algorithm is reduced. The reduction of search dimension is especially important to data mining 

in expression data because such data typically consist of a huge number of attributes and a small number of 

expression profiles. Most data mining algorithms are typically developed and optimized to scale to the number 

of attributes. The situation becomes even worse when the number of attributes overwhelms the number of 

tuples, in which case, the likelihood of reporting patterns that are actually irrelevant due to chances becomes 

rather high. 

 

Secure decryption: 

 The decryption operation requires a secret key that is derived from a master private key. The decryption 

keys are distributed by the patients to grants access over certain parts of the medical record. Moreover the 

approach provides an efficient mechanism for searchability of the encrypted data; it also assumes the presence 

of multiple trusted authorities in the PHR system. The trusted authorities ensure the enforcement of the sticky 

policies besides authorizing the users to get the decryption keys for read and write operations. The PKE is 

considered as less efficient in terms of computation whereas the ABE has a standing of costly decryption 

primitive because of bilinear computations. The data is encrypted using a content key and only the users having 

valid license are allowed to decrypt and use the content. 

 

Experimental results: 

 The final result of the work is characterized through the JSP Servlet page with a login page .The login page 

is accessed only by authorized user (phr owner) with a authorized entry of username and password.fig 2 shows 

the login information. Then, the individual patient’s details injected through Admin.fig 3 shows the patient’s 

detail injected. 

 

  
. 

 Fig. 2: Login Page Fig 3: Patient Details. 
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Dataset description: 

 In this paper, we utilized Insurance and non-Insurance dataset are obtained from data.medicare.gov 

(https://data.medicare.gov/ learning repository. The descriptions of the above datasets are given in the following 

table 1.  

 
Table 1: Dataset Description. 

Name of the dataset Number of instances Number of attributes 

Insurance 2370 8 

Non-Insurance 1750 6 

 

Evaluation of encryption accuracy: 

 The below figure 4 represents the accuracy of Simple encryption algorithm (JASYPT). When the number of 

clusters increased, the accuracy of clustering process is decreased gradually for three clustering algorithms as 

used for evaluation process. In Addition, accuracy of the K-means clustering algorithm is lesser than Attribute 

clustering algorithm for all number of clusters, which means that Attribute clustering algorithm performed well 

than the K-means clustering algorithm in terms of clustering accuracy however, accuracy of the proposed 

Attribute Clustering algorithm is outperformed than the K-means clustering algorithm for every number of 

clusters. From the below figure 4, the maximum accuracy is attained by Attribute cluster is 85.8% for number of 

data as 500 and the minimum accuracy is attained by K-means is 76% for number of data as 2500. The 

performance clearly shows that the proposed Attribute clustering algorithm outperformed than the existing K-

means clustering algorithm in terms of accuracy.  
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Fig. 4: Comparative analysis of clustering accuracy of k-means and (jasypt) based on number of clusters 

 

Performance analysis: 

 The below figure 5 represents the accuracy of proposed Attribute clustering algorithm, K-means clustering 

algorithm. By analyzing the above figure 5, when the number of clusters increased, the accuracy of clustering 

process is decreased gradually for three clustering algorithms as used for evaluation process. The performance 

clearly shows that the proposed Attribute clustering algorithm outperformed than the existing K-means 

clustering algorithm in terms of accuracy.  

  

 
  

 Fig. 5: Comparative Analysis 
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Attain the privacy level: 

 When the numbers of tuples are reduced, the data become unreadable and the privacy of the data 

maintained. From figure 6, we attain the minimum 50% of privacy through combining the two attributes. The 

privacy of the data is increased when the number of attribute combination increase.  
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Fig. 6: Comparison of JASPYT and K means clustering. 

 

Conclusion: 

 Here ,I Conclude the work which is done on Hospital Patient’s Repository by injecting data in Admin 

,which stores hundreds of patient’s information and their health history .They are need to be very secured. 

Simultaneously the work is being done on SQL server to protect from unauthorized agent. Because, patient’s 

information are highly confidential. And add to a note that Data are being accessed frequently through JSP 

servlet, but viewed and added only through Web page document. Then it is being encrypted using JASYPT and 

AES Algorithm to make System secure .i.e. only authorized person can access using the known key either as 

sender/receiver. It is concentrated on Data security and authentication security as well as the clustering 

techniques is used to enhance the future application. so, it will provide privacy and preserving more than the 

existing system. 
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